Accessing Accelerated Reader

- Log into GLOW - use the accessing ‘GLOW’ help sheet

You should see this page. If you do not, click the school launch pad icon (shown in the red circle).

- Click the Accelerated Reader tile - shown in the green circle.

- You will see this page:

  Log in using the same details you use to access the BIG (desktop) school computers.

- From here, you will see a few options.
- Depending whether you want to complete quizzes on books you have read at home or read online, follow the options below:

  **Complete a Quiz on a Book**
  - Click the icon:
  - Enter the title or author to find your book.
  - Click the correct reader.
  - Complete the quiz.

  You can complete as many quizzes as you want. Remember to read your book carefully before starting the quiz!

  **Read Online and Complete a Quiz**
  - Click the icon:
  - From here, you can browse the library (mostly non-fiction) for interesting texts.
  - Click the article - READ and QUIZ
  - Read article. Click FINISH.
  - Click - TAKE QUIZ.

  You can complete as many quizzes as you want. Remember to read the article carefully before starting the quiz!